In 1983 L. G. Brown introduced a spectral distribution measure for non-normal elements in a nite von Neumann algebra M with respect to a xed normal faithful tracial state . In this paper we compute Brown's spectral distribution measure in case T has a polar decomposition T = UH where U is a Haar unitary and U and H are -free. (When Ker T = f0g this is equivalent to that (T; T ) is an R-diagonal pair in the sense of Nica and Speicher.) The measure T is expressed explicitly in terms of the S-transform of the distribution T T of the positive operator T T . In case T is a circular element, i.e., T = (X 1 + iX 2 )= p 2 where (X 1 ; X 2 ) is a free semicircular system, then sp T = D, the closed unit disk, and T has constant density 1= on D.
Introduction
In 1995 Nica and Speicher introduced the class of R-diagonal pairs in non-commutative probability spaces (see 10]). A pair (a; b) in the non-commutative probability space (A; ') is called R-diagonal if the (2-dimensional) R-transform R (a;b) of the joint distribution (a;b) of (a; b) is of the form are -free random variables in some tracial non-commutative C -probability space, U is a Haar unitary and H is positive. When this happens H and jTj have the same distribution, and the -distribution of T is uniquely determined by the distribution of T T = jTj 2 . In this paper we restrict to the case of tracial non-commutative W -probability spaces. This is not an essential restriction since a tracial C -probability space can always be embedded in a tracial W -probability space via the GNS representation. L. G. Brown introduced in the paper 3] a spectral distribution measure T for not necessarily normal operators T in a von Neumann algebra M with a faithful normal tracial state . The main purpose of this paper is to compute the spectrum sp T as well as the Brown measure T for every R-diagonal element T in (M; ). We nd a general expression for T in terms of the S-transform of the distribution of T T and in particular, we nd that the support of T for an R-diagonal element T is given by supp T = C kT ?1 k ?1 2 The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we list, for easy reference, the theory we need in this paper. In Section 3 we derive the basic properties of R-diagonal elements in nite von Neumann algebras. In Section 4 we give a complete description of the spectrum and the Brown measure of an R-diagonal element, and in Section 5 we compute concrete examples of Brown measures.
Preliminaries and Notation
We use the notation (M; ) to denote a tracial non-commutative W -probability space, i.e., a von Neumann algebra M with a normal faithful tracial state . When needed we assume that M acts as a von Neumann algebra on its associated GNS Hilbert space L the previous if h is invertible. By sp a we denote the spectrum of a and r(a) denotes the spectral radius of a. A symmetry is a self-adjoint unitary. For a measure we let supp denote the support of and if f is a function, f is the image measure of induced by f. The name inv stands for the map z 7 ! z ?1 on C n f0g, and sq is the map z 7 ! z 2 . If is supported on R we let e be the symmetrization of , i.e., e (A) = ( (?A) + (A))=2. The point measure centered at is and dm, d are used to denote Lebesgue measure on R and C respectively. By p we denote polar set product: A p B = fae i j a A; Bg and we say that f is a radial density function for the measure if the absolute continuous part of (with respect to Lebesgue measure) is given by f(j j) d . By B(a; r) we denote the open ball with radius r centered at a. z is a scalar L(z1) = log jzj. If (a n ) is a sequence of positive elements, a n > a > 0 and a n ! a in norm then L(a n ) ! L(a), and if a is invertible then L(a) = (log jaj). In particular L(exp a) = Re (a) for a > 0. In fact the formula L(exp a) = Re (a) (2. By a non-commutative probability space (A; ') we mean a unital algebra A (over the complex numbers) equipped with a linear functional ' such that '(1) = 1. If A is a von Neumann algebra and ' is a normal state, (A; ') is called a non-commutative W -probability space. We refer to 14] for the basics of free probability theory. For easy reference we restate some of the notation and nomenclature: By a we denote the centered part a ? '(a) of a, if '(a) = 0 we say that a is centered. We call the numbers '(a p ) (p = 1; 2; : : : ) the moments of a, and the distribution of a is the linear functional : C X] ! C determined by (P ) = '(P(a)) for all P in C X]. If When forming free products of non-commutative probability spaces we often have a natural choice of functionals, and in such cases we omit specifying the functionals, i.e., A B is an abbreviation for (A; ') (B; ). By an isomorphism : (A; ') ! (B; ) we mean an isomorphism : A ! B such that ' = . If (N ; !) is a nite non-commutative W -probability space with a faithful trace !, a M, b N and a D b then there exists a surjective -isomorphism : (W (a); ) ! (W (b); !) such that (a) = b. By the notation i 1 6 = i 2 6 = 6 = i n we mean i 1 6 = i 2 , i 2 6 = i 3 ; : : : ; i n?1 6 = i n . A product x 1 x n where x j A i j , i 1 6 = i 2 6 = 6 = i n is called an alternating product.
If a is a self-adjoint random variable in M there is a unique measure a supported on sp a ful lling (a n ) = R R t n d a (t). Faithfulness of implies that supp a = sp a. If is a compactly supported probability measure on R the distribution of the identity map id in (L 1 (supp ; ); R d ) has the same moments as , hence given a compactly supported probability measure on R this measure represents the distribution of a selfadjoint element in some nite non-commutative W -probability space. If supp 0; 1 then corresponds to the distribution of a positive element. Using measures in place of distributions we get the analytic version of the theory of R-and S-transforms: if is a compactly supported measure on R the Cauchy transform
is de ned and analytic on C n supp and G (z) We shall use the following immediate corollary of Proposition 3.1.
Corollary 3.2. Let (M; ) be as above and let a and x be free self-adjoint symmetric distributed elements in M, such that a 2 = 1. Then ax is R-diagonal. Hence ax has the same -distribution as uh, where u and h are -free elements in a non-commutative W -probability space (N ; !), u is a Haar unitary and h is positive with the same distribution as jxj. Lemma 3.3. Let (A; ') be a non-commutative probability space, and let a and x be free symmetric distributed random variables in A. Suppose 
Here p 2 (x)a p k (x)a m k T because Since deg(id p 1 ) = deg(id p 1 ) = 1+deg p 1 , we infer that a(xp 1 
This shows that axt S. Summing up we have proved that axT S. The same argument applies to show that xaT; Tax; Txa S. We conclude that S contains 1; ax; xa and is stable under multiplication by ax and xa. But B is the smallest subspace of A with this property whence B S. We remain to prove that S B, and it su ces to prove that T B. If p is an even polynomial then p(s) = q(s 2 ) for some polynomial q, and p(x) = q(xaax) B; ap(x)a = q(ax is centered whenever n N, X j A i j (j = 1; : : : ; n) and i 1 6 = 6 = i n . By linearity of ' it is su cient to assume that X j is a word in S i j aS i j S i j a (for all j). In this case the product (3.2) consists of alternating occurrences of words from the sets fag, S i j (j = 1; : : : ; n), and the freeness assumptions implies that the product (3.2) is centered. 2
We note that the condition that all odd moments vanishes is necessary: If '(x (ii) This can be extracted from Proposition 5.2 in 11]. For convenience of the reader, we include a di erent proof based on Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.4. We can choose a tracial non-commutative W -probability space (N ; !), which contains three self-adjoint elements a, x and y, such that (a; x; y) is a free family, a 2 = 1 and a, x and y are symmetric distributed with x = e jrj ; y = e jsj : By Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 r 0 = ax and s 0 = ay are -free R-diagonal elements with the same -distributions as r and s respectively. Hence (r 0 ; s 0 ) has the same (joint) -distribution as (r; s), so without loss of generality, we may assume that r = ax, s = ay and = !. Since x and y are free and symmetric, x + y is symmetric distributed and x+y = x y . We have r + s = a(x + y) and thus jr + sj = jx + yj whence e jr+sj = e jx+yj = x+y = x y = e jxj e jyj = e jrj e jsj : This proves (ii).
2
Proposition 3.6. ( 10] .) Let r and s be -free R-diagonal elements in a nite noncommutative W -probability space (M; ). Then (i) rs is R-diagonal.
(ii) The distribution of jrsj can be obtained from the distributions of jrj and jsj by the formula jrsj 2 = jrj 2 jsj 2 :
Proof: (i) This is a special case of Theorem 1.5 in 10].
(ii) This can be extracted from Corollary 1.8 in 10], but for convenience of the reader we include a direct proof. We can choose 4 -free elements u, v, h and k in a tracial non-commutative W -probability space (N ; !) such that u and v are Haar unitaries, h and k are positive elements with the same distributions as jrj and jsj respecitively. Then r 0 = uh and s 0 = vk are -free R-diagonal elements with the same -distributions as r and s respectively, and hence (r 0 ; s 0 ) has the same (joint) -distribution as (r; s). Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that r = uh, s = vk and = !. Since ! is a trace, we have for all natural numbers p !(jrsj 2
In the next lemma we collect some well-known facts about freeness obtained by encapsulating sets with Haar unitaries.
Lemma 3.7. Let (A; ') be a non-commutative -probability space, let u be a Haar unitary in A. Assume that S is a set in A such that S and fug are -free.
Then for any natural number n we have that (ii) the sets S, uSu ; : : : ; u n?1 S(u ) n?1 , fu n g are -free, (iii) the sets uSu ; : : : ; u n S(u ) n , fu n g are -free. Proof: Put A 0 = alg(f1g S S ) and for any natural number n put A n = alg ? f1g u n Su ?n u n S u ?n = u n A 0 u ?n :
Note that (A n ) = u n A 0 u ?n .
Consider an alternating product x 1 x p of centered elements from A 0 ; A 1 ; : : : , i.e., i 1 Lemma 3.8. Let (A; ') be a non-commutative probability space, let a be a random variable in A satisfying '(a) = = '(a n?1 ) = 0 and a n = 1. Assume that S is a set in A such that fag and S are free.
Then S; aSa n?1 ; a 2 Sa n?2 ; : : : ; a n?1 Sa are free.
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3.7 we put A 0 = alg(f1g S), A j = alg(f1g a j Sa n?j ) for j = 1; : : : ; n ? 1, and note that A j = a j A 0 a n?j , A j = a j A 0 a n?j . Let x 1 x p be an alternating product of centered elements from A 0 ; : : : ; A n?1 , i.e., x j A i j , i 1 6 = 6 = i p .
Then x j = a i j y j a n?i j for some y j A 0 (j = 1; : : : ; p) and x 1 x p = a i 1 y 1 a n?i 1 +i 2 y p a n?ip .
Since i 1 6 = 6 = i p it follows from the assumptions on a that x 1 x p is an alternating product of centered elements, and the freeness assumption on S and fag implies then that x 1 x p is centered. This shows that S; aSa n?1 ; : : : ; a n? n N;
Then clearly H = K L. Since a M a and b M b , we have abK n K n+2 ; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : and hence ab(K ) K. Therefore the 2 2-matrix representation of ab corresponding to the decomposition H = K L is ab = R S 0 T where R = abj K , S = P K abj L , T = P L abj L , and P K , P L denotes orthogonal projections onto K respectively L. We Lemma 4.3. Let (M; ) be a non-commutative von Neumann probability space with a faithful trace . Suppose that a M has vanishing moments, i.e., (a n ) = 0 for n N. (a n ) n = 0:
Next suppose that r(a) = 1. (iv) uh is the only rotation symmetric probability measure satisfying (iii).
In our attempt to compute L(uh? 1) in order to compute the Brown measure uh for uh, it is computationally more convenient to convert uh to a product ax of free self-adjoint symmetric distributed elements and compute L(x + a). Observe rst that g > 0 hence we can do logarithmic di erentiation of g: . At (y) we use the fact that H is rotation symmetric. We are able to compute K 0 ( ): 
hence the Brown measure for T is given by We conclude that (B(0; r)) = T (B(0; r)) for all r > 0 which implies that and T agree on all circular annuli of the form ; p 0; 2 (0 < < ). Since and T are rotation symmetric they must be equal on sets of the form ; p 0; 2 =n (0 < < , n N ) hence they are equal on all sets of the form ; p 2 ; 2 (0 < < , 0 6 < 6 1, ; Q). Since these sets generate the Borel -algebra on C we conclude that = T . We note that the approximants are centered elements in ( ) ; 1) given by n = E tr n . Here E is the expectation value and tr n is the normalized trace on M n (C ). In 5] Ginibre computed the eigenvalue distribution of the random matrix Y (n) for each natural number n, and proved that for n ! 1 this eigenvalue distribution converges weakly to the measure y given by (5.2). However, due to the discontinuity of the Fuglede{ Kadison determinant, it appears to be di cult to deduce Equation (5.2) for the Brown measure of a circular element directly from Ginibres result.
Using the Stieltjes inversion formula we obtain an expression for the density of the distri- 
